Main Rules for Playing Topic Charades

- Two people sit knee to knee.
- One person is the expert and the other is a volunteer.
- The expert writes five important words or phrases connected to his/her topic on cards and places the cards face down.
- The expert invites his/her partner to choose a card without looking.
- The expert begins to act out the word without using words, without pointing at objects in the room and without lip movements.
TOPIC CHARADE CLUES

- **Show the Number of Words** - hold fingers to show the number of topic words on your card.
- **Show a small word** - hold index finger and thumb together - not touching.
- **Show a big word** - hold index finger and thumb as far as possible apart.
- **Show a word sounds like another word** - point index finger at earlobe or hold hand behind ear.
- **Show the number of syllables in the topic word** - Hold the correct number of fingers against your lower arm.
- **Show the Past** - Point with your thumb backwards over your shoulder.